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The aim of this book is twofold : firstly, to act as a
convenient handbook for the reader to identify
quickly and accurately almost any modern armoured
fighting vehicle (AFV) in service today ; secondly, to
provide key information on the vehicle. Includes :
light tanks and main battle tanks ; tracked APCs /
weapons carriers ; 4 x 4 vehicles ; 6 x 6 vehicles ; 8
x 8 vehicles ; self-propelled guns.
Jane's Aircraft Recognition Guide is the only guide
that allows the general public access to information
from the world-famous Jane's All the World's Aircraft
(first published in 1909), used by international
aviation and military organizations and professionals.
Jammed packed with up-to-the minute color
photographs and technical data to reflect
developments in the aviation industry. This edition
now also includes a complete list of national
registration numbers and a diagram to help you find
your way around any aircraft. Integral to each entry
is a confusion feature to help you distinguish
between similar types of aircraft making this the
most comprehensive guide for any aviation fan.
The F/A-18 evolved from Northrop's YF-17 in the late
1970s. Production aircraft reached the Navy in May
1980 and the Marine Corps two years later. More
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than 800 examples would eventually be built for US
service, with a further 500 aircraft sold to seven
export customers. Earning its battle spurs in April
1986 flying strike missions against Libya, the Hornet
would subsequently participate in Operation Desert
Storm and the various 'policing' operations in Iraq
and the Balkans that followed. The 'legacy' Hornet is
still very much in frontline use with the US Navy and
Marine Corps today. Tony Holmes, author of the
F-14 Tomcat Story, has once again collected the
most spectacular images to complement the history
of this star of carrier-based naval aviation.
Modern Military Helicopters is an up-to-date
handbook based on Jane's unrivalled data-base.
Fully illustrated and listing every variant, including
the latest Russian designs, it is the definitive pocket
guide available today. Includes all variants Full
technical data 200 photographs
It has, improbably, been called uncommonly lucid,
even riveting by The New York Times, and it was a
finalist for the 2004 National Book Awards nonfiction
honor. It is a literally chilling read, especially in its
minute-by-minute description of the events of the
morning of 9/11 inside the Twin Towers.It is The
9/11 Commission Report, which was, before its
publication, perhaps one of the most anticipated
government reports of all time, and has been since
an unlikely bestseller. The official statement by the
National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the
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United States-which was instituted in late 2002 and
chaired by former New Jersey Governor Thomas
Kean-it details what went wrong on that day (such as
intelligence failures), what went right (the heroic
response of emergency services and self-organizing
civilians), and how to avert similar future
attacks.Highlighting evidence from the day, from
airport surveillance footage of the terrorists to phone
calls from the doomed flights, and offering details
that have otherwise gone unheard, this is an
astonishing firsthand document of contemporary
history. While controversial in parts-it has been
criticized for failing to include testimony from key
individuals, and it completely omits any mention of
the mysterious collapse of WTC 7-it is nevertheless
an essential record of one of the most
transformational events of modern times.
Presents more than one thousand entries drawn
from the highly-respected Jane's annuals, covering
major planes of each manufacturer, including the
latest models
Designed as the ultimate long range fleet defence
fighter interceptor for the US Navy, the Tomcat
entered frontline service in 1973 as a replacement
for the legendary F-4 Phantom II. The F-14 achieved
its first aerial victories, against the Libyan Arab
Republic Air Force, in August 1981, and went on to
see action in Operations Desert Storm, Southern
Watch, Deliberate Force, Enduring Freedom and,
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finally, Iraqi Freedom. Employed primarily as a
precision bomber with the US Navy from the late
1990s until its retirement in 2006, the F-14 remains
in service today with the Islamic Republic of Iran Air
Force --Book Jacket.
CSIS’s Mark Cancian analyzes the U.S. military
forces in FY 2021, their composition, new initiatives,
long-term trends, and challenges, as the United
States’ military forces likely entered their last year of
growth.
A fully revised and updated guide to world aviation includes
all the latest models and their specifications, along with
detailed photos, to help readers identify the key features of
each aircraft.
An illustrated reference contains seven hundred entries
profiling the history of each airline, in a guide that includes
technical aircraft specifications, brand statuses, and full-page
spreads on major airlines with more than one livery. Original.
This aviation reference provides exhaustive technical detail
on over 1000 civil and military aircraft currently being
produced or under development by over 560 companies.
Complete with photographs and line drawings to aid
recognition and comparison.
IHS Jane's All the World's Aircraft: Development & Production
provides exhaustive technical details of manned civil and
military aircraft currently in development or production around
the world. IHS Jane's All the World's Aircraft: Development &
Production delivers a comprehensive view of civil and military
manned air platforms in development or production around
the world, providing A&D businesses with the market
intelligence that drives successful business development,
strategy and product development activity, and military and
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security organizations with the critical technical intelligence
that they need in order to develop and maintain an effective
airborne capability advantage.
The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) continues to
develop rapidly across all aspects, hardware, technology,
personnel, and organizational structure, etc. The PLA's
aerospace forces are, in many ways, leading that change.
These include the PLA Air Force (PLAAF), PLA Naval
Aviation, PLA Rocket Force (PLARF), and space and cyber
assets affiliated with the PLA Strategic Support Force
(PLASSF). This second edition from the China Aerospace
Studies Institute (CASI), seeks to provide a brief primer on
the trends affecting these forces and provide basic
information about their composition and role today.This
publication outlines the roles and missions of China's
aerospace forces, the PLAAF and its five branches, the
PLARF, and the PLASSF. It also identifies trends in PLA
aerospace training and operational proficiency for these
forces and discusses the near-term outlook. This publication
is intended to serve as foundational work, capturing a
snapshot of capabilities, and an outline of organizations and
key personnel, while identifying trends underway at the time
of its writing in early 2019.CASI supports the United States
Defense Department and the China research community writlarge by providing high quality, unclassified research on
Chinese aerospace developments in the context of U.S.
strategic imperatives in the Indo-Pacific region. Primarily
focused on China's Military Air, Space, and Missile Forces,
CASI capitalizes on publicly available native language
resources to gain insights as to how the Chinese speak to
and among one another on these topics.With this second
edition, CASI continues to describe the fundamentals in the
field. Further research projects will expand on the framework
laid out in this primer and will both expand and deepen public
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knowledge of developments in Chinese aerospace. While
primarily focused on developments related to the services
and branches of the PLA's aerospace assets and forces,
CASI also explores topics and areas related to the support
infrastructure, industrial base, and military-civil fusion, that
combines together to form the overall China aerospace field.
The Essential Guide to World Aviation How to identify all the
world's aircraft Recognition silhouettes Identification features
Photographs Technical data
To assist the Army in its reorientation toward conventional
combat operations, the authors of this report identify
capability gaps in the field artillery and actions that the Army
should consider taking from today to roughly 2030.
This is a handy and comprehensive directory of all the aircraft
ever produced prior to 1945. Although compact in size, the
guide provides all the essential information on vintage greats
of the aviation world. Organized chronologically, this title
captures the rapid developments in flight technology and
design, as well as detailing entries the actually don't exist
today. Descriptions, photography and specification details
combine to make this the most useful guide for any aviation
enthusiast who wishes to study vintage aircraft and an
airshow, museum or home.
Describes the ships used by the British, French, German,
Italian, Japanese, Russian, and American navies during
World War II
The U.S. military invests heavily in time and resources to train
its officers to be leaders in the broadest sense – forming them
not only in military art and science (strategy, tactics,
command, etc.), but also in humanistic knowledge, character,
and values, as well as how to apply this education on a
lightning-fast battlefield or within an inertially slow
bureaucracy. The military develops its leaders, at the service
academies and in ROTC programs, through very specific but
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also broad and deep education – a way of thinking that also
has wide application in the civilian world, not only in various
professional fields that need leaders and thinkers, but also
among military history enthusiasts who want to understand
how officers have thought across time and among American
citizens who want – and, really, need – to understand how our
military leaders think, how they advise presidents, how they
lead on the battlefield. In a genre-busting book that spans
Stackpole’s two longstanding military programs – reference
and history – Reed Bonadonna describes how officers think,
how they ought to think, how they develop their skills, and
how they can improve these skills, as well as how average
civilians and citizens can learn from the example of military
officers and their program of education. Bonadonna draws
from military history, from military arts and science, from
literature and science and more, to show how officers develop
their critical-thinking and problem-solving skills. A military
officer is often called upon to be not only fighter and leader,
but also negotiator, organizer, planner and preparer, teacher,
writer, scientist, and advisor, and needs broad learning. This
is a deeply learned and insightful book, one that cites Lincoln,
Grant, Patton, Eisenhower, Marshall, and Churchill as easily
as Sun Tzu and Clausewitz, not to mention Homer, Plato,
Joseph Conrad, Henry James, Wilfred Owen, Robert Graves,
George Orwell, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Joseph Heller, Phil Klay,
and even Jane Austen. The book is descriptive as well as
prescriptive and should find eager readers inside the military
(where officers take seriously their professional education and
their professional reading lists) as well as outside, where
many look to the military, to military reading lists, and to
military history, to glean lessons for life and work.
U.S. airborne electronic warfare (EW) programs involve
developing and procuring EW aircraft and EW systems that
are mounted on U.S. aircraft. The President's FY2020 budget
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request for the Department of Defense (DOD) proposes
funding for a number of airborne EW programs.
Final report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks
upon the United States.
Originally published by Jane's in 1980, this is a reprint for
Portland House, a promotional division of Dilithium Press
(distributed by Crown). The descriptions are brief (ca.150
words) with fuller copy on famous planes and important
companies. The myriad bandw and abundant color photos
are of indifferent quality. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
Jane's Aero-Engines provides comprehensive details of all
civil and military gas-turbine engines (turbofans, turbojets,
turboprops and turboshafts) currently in use worldwide for the
propulsion of manned aircraft, listed in alphabetical order of
countries. In addition to precise diagrams and illustrations to
aid understanding and recognition, you will find detailed
specifications of each engine, impartially resented to aid
comparison and appraisal. Insightful descriptions of the
background to each engine type, plus manufacturers' details,
help support your procurement and market research needs.
Key contents include: Aircraft propulsion; Gas turbine
technology; Engine development; Engine cycles; Military and
civil engines A subscription to Jane's Aero-Engines online
gives you full search capabilities, a minimum of five-years
archive and regular monthly updates to ensure you always
have the most current information available. Visit http
//jae.janes.com to see the latest list of updates, browse the
full contents listing and review extracts from the additional
analysis unique to online subscribers. Other issues
surrounding engine technology can be found in related
resources such as Jan
"[Seize the high ground is a] narrative history of the Army's
aerospace experience from the 1950s to the present. The
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focus is on ballistic missile defense, from the early NIKEHERCULES missile program through the SAFEGUARD
acquisition site allowed by the 1972 ABM Treaty to the more
advanced 'Star Wars' concepts studies toward the end of the
century. [What is] covered is not only the technological
response to the threat but the organizational and tactical
development of the commands and units responsible for the
defense mission"--CMH website.
A guide for naval and military enthusiasts to the world's
warships. This book helps study warship types from around
the globe, with composite diagrams at the front, technical
data, and illustrations to help with horizon or sun backed
views.

The authority on aircraft under development or in
production This unparalleled reference to the world's
aircraft provides you with independent cataloguing of
all known powered aircraft under development or in
production worldwide.
Reproduced from the wartime editions of Jane's All
the World's Ships.
This is the authority on special forces, ideal for any
level of military enthusiast. So if you want to know
about special forces weapons or transport or even
their elite use of surveillance equipment including
human presence sensors then this is the kit you
need.
An illustrated encyclopedia of modern U.S. military
aircraft in service today reflects latest developments
and profiles each aircraft's technical capabilities,
history, and specifications. Original.
Fighter Combat in thePage
Jet9/12Age covers the entire
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history of jet fighters in action, from the end of World
War II to the present. Meticulously detailed, it
features 300 photos, line drawings and graphs that
reveal how jet fighters and their weapons have
developed and improved, utterly changing the face
of air combat. It also focuses on the key
technological developments of the Cold War, such
as the fighters built to intercept nuclear bombers and
to dominate European skies in a Third World War.
With combat examples from Southeast Asia, the
Falklands and the Middle East, Fighter Combat in
the Jet Age compares and contrasts the fighter
aircraft of different nations and manufacturers. Also
included are spreads with sidebars and boxes
describing fighter tactics, major air battles,
experimental weapons and famous pilots. It's
enough to thrill aircraft enthusiasts of all ages.
A reproduction of Jane's All the World Aircraft,
wartime editions.
The F-117A Stealth Fighter is designed to be
undetectable by radar. Developed in great secrecy
during the Cold War, it spearheaded the air assault
on Iraq in 1991. At the Controls investigates the
secret origins of the Stealth program and how the
F-117A is able to penetrate heavily defended
airspace that no other plane could venture near. At
the Controls takes you on a combat mission with the
F-117A, revealing how to attack enemy command
bunkers with laser-guided bombs and how to defeat
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modern antiaircraft defenses.
An insider's account of America's ineffectual
approach to some of the hardest defense and
intelligence issues in the three decades since the
Cold War ended. Insanity can be defined as doing
the same thing over and over again but expecting a
different result. As a nation, America has cycled
through the same defense and intelligence issues
since the end of the Cold War. In Insanity Defense,
Congresswoman Jane Harman chronicles how four
administrations have failed to confront some of the
toughest national security policy issues and
suggests achievable fixes that can move us toward a
safer future. The reasons for these inadequacies are
varied and complex, in some cases going back
generations. American leaders didn’t realize soon
enough that the institutions and habits formed during
the Cold War were no longer effective in an
increasingly multi-power world transformed by digital
technology and riven by ethno-sectarian conflict.
Nations freed from the fear of the Soviets no longer
deferred to America as before. Yet the United States
settled into a comfortable, at times arrogant, position
as the lone superpower. At the same time our
governing institutions, which had stayed resilient,
however imperfectly, through multiple crises, began
their own unraveling. Congresswoman Harman was
there—as witness, legislator, exhorter, enabler,
dissident and, eventually, outside advisor and
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commentator. Insanity Defense is an insider’s
account of decades of American national security—of
its failures and omissions—and a roadmap to making
significant progress on solving these perennially
difficult issues.
The most comprehensive, authoritative guide to
identifying firearms includes: Pistols, revolvers,
submachine guns, machine guns, bolt-action and
automatic rifles, and shotguns Technical specifications
Manufacturers and brand names index Firearm safety
information More than 400 photographs
Collins/Jane Combat Aircraft is a compact guide to
modern fighters, bombers, helicopter gunships, maritime
aircraft and advanced trainers in service with the world's
airforces. Details of over 100 aircraft are given, drawing
in information from the ultimate military authority, Jane's
Information Group.
A RAND study analyzed Chinese and U.S. military
capabilities in two scenarios (Taiwan and the Spratly
Islands) from 1996 to 2017, finding that trends in most,
but not all, areas run strongly against the United States.
While U.S. aggregate power remains greater than
China’s, distance and geography affect outcomes.
China is capable of challenging U.S. military dominance
on its immediate periphery—and its reach is likely to grow
in the years ahead.
Jane's U.S. Military Aircraft Recognition GuideHarper
Perennial
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